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The Current Problem in the Ridesharing 

Economy

 Safety & Security Concerns

 Dangers of stalking

 Evidence of violence and unsafe behavior

 Exploitative Management of Fares

 Top companies take 40% of the fare

 Often create price hikes to riders



The Current Problem in the Ridesharing 

Economy

 Unhappiness of Drivers

 High driver suicide rate

 Drivers starting to go on strike

 Continued Losses Despite High % Takes

 Uber has suffered a loss of $2 billion in 2018

 Lyft has suffered a loss of over $900 million in 2017 & 2018 combined



An Opportunity to Improve the Market

 Introducing Bayride - a bidding based 
Mobile Application that offers secure ride 
hailing experience at a lower price

 Ability to choose RideGuard™ drivers to 
secure the driving experience

 Ability to choose Ride.P.A.L.™ to allow your 
friends and family track your ride in real-
time

 OnAir™ touch button to deter and stop 
dangers on their paths almost immediately



An Opportunity to Improve the Market

 S.M.A.R.T.FARE™ allows drivers to bid on real-time prices 

that passengers upload to the platform

 0% fee allows the driver to take home more money at a 

lower price point with more transparency

 Revenue streams through guaranteed means like 

advertisements (besides subscriptions, in-app purchases, & 

RideEx™ service)



Value Proposition

 BayRide will operate utilizing blockchain technology

 Faster, safer, and more transparent method allowing for improved 

passenger security

 S.M.A.R.T.CHAIN™ technology creates a foolproof contract binding 

driver and passenger into a legal agreement to secure each other

 BayRide will receive 0% of the fare from the driver.

 As mentioned earlier, we will take zero cuts from the drivers unlike the 

exploits by our competitors



Value Proposition

Disrupt the current Ride 

Hailing economies

Create a more secure 

transportation system

Collect organized and 

specific data utilizing 

blockchain technology

Revenue Streams

Driver can pay $5.95 a month 

for daily payout

Banner Ads for passengers 

and drivers

In-App purchases/upgrades 

such as RideGuardTM and 

OnAirTM

RideEx™ service



Revenue 

Models

•Drivers can use the service for free or they can pay $5.95 
a month to have the option of a daily payout (payable at 
an annual rate of $71.40)

Monthly Subscription Model

•Available on passengers’ and drivers’ screens

Banner Advertisements

•In-app purchases like RideGuard™ and OnAir™

In-app Purchases

•RideEx service is expected to generate significant 
revenues on its full implementation

RideEx service



RideGuard™

Advantage

An option to have a more secure ride with a former Veteran 
as your driver

An opportunity to say thanks to our war heroes - thousands 
of US Veterans return to the states back into civilian life

An opportunity to put our tax dollars into work - millions of 
taxpayer dollars are used to train these service members to 
protect the country

A win-win solution - by acknowledging their service and 
leveraging their training, US Veterans would make excellent 
drivers and can offer safety and security for a premium 
service



Ride.P.A.L.™ 

- Never Ride 

Alone Again

Ride.P.A.L.™ – Ride Providing Accurate Location

When you register as a passenger, you have an 

option to add people who can actively track your 

ride in real-time

Before each ride starts, a popup will give you an 

option to select people to track your ride in real-

time

This features is included for all passengers



OnAir™ – An 

Alien 

Concept?

In selected areas, on touch of a button, a drone 
can be sent to the place of trouble deterring and 
stopping dangers on their paths almost 
immediately

The plan is to expand this features to all service 
locations with extensive collaboration with local 
law-enforcement and other interested agencies

Anybody can dream – but our Strategic Partner is 
already capable of this technology



RideEx™ -

The Next 

Generation 

Delivery 

System

RideEx™ is essentially an expedited chain 

courier and transportation service utilizing 

the current network of drivers and vehicles

RideEx™ allows the drivers to stay within 

their areas and perform this service thus 

expanding their market



Introducing

RideNodeTM

 Blockchain integration underpinning the mobile application

 Allows payment through RIDE digital tokens

 Further decentralization of the ride hailing economy

 The main tenet as to why the ride hailing economy took off in 
the 1st place



Introducing 

RideNode™

 Legal contract between drivers and passengers to secure each 
other

 Uses secure S. M. A. R. T.CHAIN™ technology

 Early adoption of the impending technologies

 Adoption of blockchain technology is unavoidable



RideNodeTM ICO

 Ticker symbol: RIDE

 Token Supply: 10,000,000,000 (out of 25,000,000,000)

 Type: ERC20

 Price: 1 ETH = 4,000 RIDE

 ICO Period: 08/20/2019 to 01/08/2020 (extended from 
10/29/2019)

 Accepted Currencies: ETH

10,000,000,000

10,000,000,000

5,000,000,000

RideNode Token Distribution Graph

ICO Token Sale Post ICO Token Sale Founding Team



Management Team

Richard Rao –
Chairman & CEO

• Large network 
of committed 
people

Sudheer Kartan –
CTO

• Expert in 
Blockchain 
Technology

Vinay Hazare –
CFO

• Experienced 
with budgeting 
& planning with 
startups

Paul Ziomber – Senior 
Security Advisor

• Expert in 
Security and 
Close Protection 
Services



Strategic Partners

 Ethereum

 My Ether Wallet

 Stealth Air Corp

 Taxiworks

 Representatives of Americans 
Organization

 MMS



Financial Projections: Driver Acquisition

 Estimates of 2% to 8% 
of drivers from Uber at 
a 50% adoption rate 
for Daily Payout still 
yield:

 55k to 220k drivers



Financial Projections: Revenue

 Estimates of 2% to 8% 
of drivers from Uber at 
a 50% adoption rate 
for Daily Payout still 
yield:

 $2 million to $9 million 
in annual subscription-
based revenue


